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players Category:Footballers from MunichThe music will
depend largely on the center judge’s decision, so there

will be no doubt: that center judge will be Justice Antonin
Scalia, who does not like the diverse selections from

countries he considers primitive and ludicrous. He said in
2011 that the tune “Daddy Was a Number.” was

“different from every other song … It has a strange sound
and I thought it was all just noise.” Scalia may well be

irritated by the nomination of Sonia Sotomayor because
she has been acknowledged as a likely “progressive” on
the bench. Scalia can be expected to disapprove of the

musical selection, so the two of them will team up against
the music by the popular-minded Pete Seeger and his

annual selection, “Everybody Needs Somebody to Love.”
The Obama administration is confident that the Senate

Judiciary Committee will not allow Sotomayor to pick the
music, and the Republicans know they won’t let her pick
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the music, either. It is on her home turf, so she can pick
the music if she wants. The Republicans aren’t even

pretending they will not oppose a nomination — they will
oppose it. And they will oppose it this time with all the
pressure they could muster in a confirmation hearing.

Sotomayor is not going to pick the song. The big fight is
over the music. But it may go to a high court that doesn’t
care about the music.Q: cakephp switch display output

based on type So I have some content in my view that I'm
showing or hiding based on an if/else clause in my view.

I'm not sure how to expand my 'if else' statement so that it
will also check to see if it is an admin user. I've tried

everything I can think of but it keeps spitting out an error
(also I'm
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